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ABSTRACT
The stratocumulus topped boundary layers that tend to form off the west coast of major 
continents have been an important topic in cloud physics research due to their large im­
pact on global climate, while uncertainty exists about their formation and behavior. This 
uncertainty is largely due to the substantial range of scales that govern the characteristics 
and evolution of these cloud decks. Specifically, small scale processes near cloud top have 
remained unexplored in the field due to limits in technology that inhibit the resolution nec­
essary for these small scale processes to be investigated and studied. The entrainment inter­
face layer (EIL), a region near cloud top where free tropospheric air is mixed with cloudy 
boundary layer air, is especially suspected to have an effect on these clouds. Three impor­
tant processes occur in the EIL: mixing between free tropospheric air and cloudy mixed 
layer air, radiative heating and cooling, and heating and/or cooling due to phase changes of 
water, all of which may have an important effect on cloud properties and behavior.
The Physics of Stratocumulus Top (POST) field campaign took place in July and August 
of 2008 off the coast of Monterey, California with the mission of gathering data from 
the stratocumulus topped boundary layers that regularly form there each summer. The 
POST mission was unique in that it employed the use of a small aircraft, which allowed 
for colocation of instrumentation during research flights. This colocated instrumentation, 
coupled with vertical flight paths specifically designed to sample the region near cloud top 
of these cloud capped boundary layers, produced a data set especially equipped to probe 
into the small scale processes that are so pivotal to the behavior of these clouds.
Here, high rate data from POST are combined with a conserved variables analysis to
define the location and extent of the EIL for five flights during the summer of 2008. Two 
daytime flights and three evening flights were selected for analysis. Overall, the existence 
of an EIL is detected and defined for all five of the flights analyzed. In addition, for each 
case, the EIL is found to be noticeably thicker than what was found in past studies, with a 
typical extent of several tens of meters. Further use of conserved variables to approximate 
virtual potential temperature changes within the EIL reveals the effects of radiation and 
phase changes to be of the same order as each other, on average, for most of the flights. In 
addition, radiative cooling occurs most frequently during evening flights while solar warm­
ing occurs most frequently for daytime flights. Finally, evaporative cooling occurs much 
more frequently than condensational warming within the EIL for all flights, regardless of 
whether the flight was during the daytime or during the evening.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
For many years, the fine scale cloud structure near the top of stratocumulus topped 
boundary layers (STBLs) has remained unexplored due to limitations in aircraft and tech­
nology. This cloud top region in marine stratocumulus (Sc) is especially of interest because 
processes that take place there help to govern the behavior and persistence of the cloud 
decks that form at the top of these boundary layers. These small scale cloud top processes 
influence the physical characteristics of marine Sc cloud layers, including albedo, which 
currently plays a major role in keeping the earth's climate cooler than it would be in their 
absence due to the high amount of incident solar radiation these cloud decks reflect back 
to space (Bretherton 1997; Klein and Hartmann 1993). Thus, STBLs play an important 
role in Earth’s radiation balance and climate (Hartmann et al. 1992). Furthermore, studies 
have shown that uncertainties in the behavior of Sc clouds inhibit prediction of an accurate 
future climate (Bony et al. 2006; Wyant et al. 2006). Therefore, largely due to their poten­
tial influence on climate, and due to the fact that little is understood about the small scale 
processes that influence the behavior of these clouds, STBLs have remained a central topic 
in cloud physics research.
This chapter will describe previous efforts to understand STBLs through observations 
and modeling, as well as introduce the entrainment interface layer (EIL) as the main topic 
of this thesis. Section 1.1 is a brief background of STBLs based on studies and investiga­
tions over the past several decades. Next, Section 1.2 gives a description of the entrainment
2process at the top of Sc clouds, and the EIL that develops there as a result of this process. 
Section 1.3 is a quick overview of the use of conserved variables to study mixing processes 
involving saturated air. As a conclusion, the objectives of this thesis will be defined in 
Section 1.4.
1.1 A Brief Background of STBLs
STBLs tend to form under a layer of strong static stability, and are thus tightly con­
nected to the general circulation of the atmosphere, which provides a strong subsidence 
inversion in the downward branch of the Hadley cell (Bretherton and Hartmann 2008). 
Specifically, the synoptic conditions during spring and summer off the west coast of Cal­
ifornia create ideal conditions for the formation of Sc clouds. The Pacific high pressure 
system, somewhat stationary over the Pacific Ocean, coupled with a thermal low that tends 
to form inland over the continental United States during summertime, create sharp pres­
sure gradients across the western coast of the United States. This baroclinicity contributes 
to the formation of the Pacific Coast Jet, a phenomenon observed during several studies 
(Zemba and Friehe 1987; Gerber et al. 1989; Burk and Thompson 1996; Kalogiros and 
Wang 2001). This jet runs parallel to the west coast of the U.S., and its strong equatorward 
component causes oceanic upwelling in local waters. This upwelling brings colder water 
from below to the surface, making coastal sea surface temperatures much cooler than they 
would be normally.
The resultant oceanic environment due to this upwelling, which is exposed to turbulent 
eddies within the boundary layer, produces a layer of cool, moist air to develop. Thus, 
parcels of air are moistened by evaporation of water from the ocean surface and warmed, 
becoming positively buoyant. These buoyant parcels create practically neutral temperature 
profiles within the mixed layer (Paluch and Lenschow 1991). The formation of a saturated 
layer occurs when the cool and moist boundary layer becomes deep enough that it exceeds 
the lifting condensation level (LCL) of the cloud layer. Radiative processes begin once this
3saturated layer grows to be on the order of a tens of meters thick (Paluch and Lenschow 
1991), and cooling at cloud top begins. This cooling acts to create negatively buoyant 
parcels, sharpen the subsidence inversion, and may invoke convective instabilities which 
will eventually lead to a mixed layer capped by Sc clouds. A summary of the processes 
found within a typical STBL is shown in Figure 1.1.
Sc clouds are warm phase clouds, meaning the moisture contained within their bound­
aries is all in the form of liquid water and water vapor (no ice). The Sc clouds that populate 
STBLs generally form in the top few hundred meters of the boundary layer, making them 
not much colder than the temperature at the surface (Klein and Hartmann 1993). They 
are maintained via shallow convection, primarily driven by radiative cooling at cloud top 
(Lilly 1968; Nicholls and Leighton 1986; Nicholls 1989). There is some evidence for ra­
diative cooling above cloud top (Deardorff 1981; Nieuwstadt and Businger 1984; Siems et 
al. 1993), and recently, peak values have been observed immediately above and adjacent to 
cloud top (vanZanten and Duynkerke 2002).
Several studies have shown latent heat due to condensation in STBLs can have a signif­
icant effect on the generation of buoyancy and turbulence (Lilly 1968; Schubert et al. 1979; 
Moeng et al. 1992; Bretherton and Wyant 1997). Just above cloud base, there is warming 
due to latent heat released once vapor contained in ascending parcels is condensed at the 
LCL, which can act to strengthen the convective circulation in the cloud layer. Aircraft 
studies outlined by Nicholls and Leighton (1986) and Duynkerke et al. (1995) confirm 
this, as substantial increases in buoyancy flux just above cloud base were observed in many 
cases. This buoyant production has also been related to fluxes of liquid water by turbu­
lent eddies in STBLs (Bretherton and Wyant 1997). However, less pronounced circulations 
have been observed due to solar absorption by cloud droplets during daytime hours, which 
warms the tops of STBLs, and decreases overall cooling in the cloud layer (Duynkerke and 
Hignett 1993; Hignett 1991).
Evaporative cooling at cloud top may act to further cool the top of the saturated layer










Figure 1.1: A summary of the circulations and processes found within a typical marine STBL.
5or lead to thinning and possible dissipation of a cloud deck. Randall (1980) defines “con­
ditional instability of the first kind upside down” associated with evaporative cooling and 
the shallow convection that maintains Sc cloud layers. He develops a criterion based on 
virtual dry static energy and buoyancy to indicate when evaporative cooling itself has the 
capability of inducing negative buoyancy and instability at cloud top.
Shallow convection in Sc is a product of all of the above effects, and is often the main 
mechanism of dynamics within a Sc layer (Lilly 1968; Nicholls 1984; Meong et al. 1996). 
Shallow convection also usually links the cloud layer to a surface moisture source, which 
works to sustain and even out the cloud deck (Nicholls 1984; Bretherton and Wyant 1997).
Finally, though Sc clouds do not produce substantial amounts of precipitation, thick 
Sc clouds have been known to develop drizzle (Nicholls and Leighton 1986; Petty 1995; 
Austin et al. 1995; Pawlowska and Brenguier 2003; Wood 2005; vanZanten et al. 2005; 
Leon et al. 2008). In fact, in regions where Sc clouds usually persist, drizzle is detected a 
significant amount of the time (Leon et al. 2008; Wood et al. 2009). The effects of drizzle 
on the dynamics of the cloud layer are highly complex, involving warming and drying of 
the cloud layer, and induced stratification of the STBL (Nicholls 1984; Wang and Albrecht 
1986; Stevens et al. 1998; Mecham and Kogan 2003; Ackerman et al. 2009). In contrast, 
cloud thickness may grow if drizzle works to decrease entrainment of free tropospheric air 
into the mixed layer (Ackerman et al. 2004).
1.2 The Entrainment Process in Sc Clouds
The overturning associated with the shallow convection observed in STBLs causes 
some interaction between the moist, cloudy air at the top of the mixed layer, and the dry, 
overlying air of the free troposphere. Updrafts within the cloudy layer reach the stable cap­
ping inversion and spread out horizontally, as further vertical motion is inhibited by strong 
static stability above. Oftentimes, near the interface between the cloudy upper mixed layer 
and free troposphere, the interaction between these two layers is in the form of entrainment,
6a process by which dry, free tropospheric air is drawn into the cloud layer from below by 
turbulent eddies in the mixed layer penetrating upward. This turbulence acts to pull free 
tropospheric air into the cloud, where it is mixed with saturated air. The exposure of cloud 
droplets to subsaturated air causes subsequent evaporation and cooling, which may influ­
ence the shallow convection in the cloud layer, further promoting entrainment (Lilly 1968; 
Randall 1980; Nicholls and Turton 1986).
Krueger et al. (1993) show that this mixing is a two part process whereby turbulent de­
formation of the two fluids works with molecular diffusion across fluid filament interfaces 
to eventually produce a uniform mixture. Model results have shown explicit representa­
tion of turbulent deformation and molecular diffusion in mixing processes within clouds is 
important due to the fact that molecular diffusion is not a significant factor in the mixing 
process until turbulent deformation has increased scalar gradients (Krueger 1993). This is 
a crucial factor because it is molecular diffusion that brings subsaturated air in contact with 
cloud droplets to initiate evaporation; therefore, these details in mixing are important to the 
evaporation rate near the top of the cloud layer (Krueger 1993).
Entrainment can have a variety of effects on the mixed layer. It tends to deepen the 
STBL through the incorporation of free tropospheric air, and, as it does so, it may become 
so deep that longwave cooling and evaporative cooling are less likely to support mixing 
through the entire boundary layer (Bretherton and Wyant 1997). At that point, the STBL 
will separate into two distinct layers: a mixed upper layer containing the cloud layer, and a 
second layer near the surface. This process is called decoupling of the cloud layer, and is 
documented in many studies (Albrecht et al. 1995; Bretherton and Pincus 1995; Bretherton 
etal. 1995; Krueger 1995a-b; Wyant etal. 1997; Miller et al. 1998).
A second possible influence of entrainment is the development of Cloud Top Entrain- 
ment Instability (CTEI), a phenomenon suggested by Randall (1980) and Deardorff (1980), 
furthering the idea from Lilly (1968). This theory dictates that there are certain circum­
stances under which negatively buoyant downdrafts may be generated by mixtures of cloudy
7and free tropospheric air. Subsequently, these downdrafts may strengthen turbulent kinetic 
energy (TKE) in the cloud layer, leading to more entrainment, accelerating the process. 
Randall (1980) and Deardorff (1980) suggest that if this positive feedback were to develop, 
it would quickly dry the STBL and lead to evaporation of the cloud layer. However, data 
from the field show STBLs existing under the proposed theoretical conditions of CTEI (Kuo 
and Schubert 1988; Weaver and Pearson 1990; de Roode and Duynkerke 1997). Several 
revisions to the CTEI criterion have been formulated (MacVean and Mason 1990; Siems et 
al. 1990; Duynkerke 1993), some of which point to a weaker inversion in order for a jump 
in moisture to create unstable conditions. Consequently, it is less probable to find condi­
tions which satisfy CTEI in the field, which is much more consistent with observations. 
In addition, recent modeling endeavors show that CTEI may be hidden by other processes 
that are conducive to prolonging the life of the cloud layer (Yamaguchi and Randall 2008).
1.2.1 The Entrainment Interface Layer
The mixing that occurs across cloud top has been thought to lead to a relatively thin 
layer between cloudy mixed layer air and free tropospheric air that has thermodynamic 
properties intermediate to the two types of air. Caughey et al. (1982) first dubbed this 
region above cloud top the “entrainment interfacial layer,” and described its structure based 
on observations, as has been done in several other studies (vanZanten and Duynkerke 2002; 
Gerber et al. 2005; Haman et al. 2007). Caughey et al. (1982) and Nicholls and Turton 
(1986) showed that the transition from the cool and moist cloudy layer to the warm and 
dry free troposphere does not happen abruptly, but is instead a region of transition with 
measurable thickness.
When compared to the atmosphere lying above it, the entrainment interface layer (EIL) 
is cool and moist (Brenguier and Wood 2009; Wang and Albrecht 1994). Haman et al. 
(2007) focused on one flight from the DYCOMS II field campaign during July 2001 over 
the eastern Pacific Ocean to investigate the processes taking place in and around the EIL,
8as well as to document EIL characteristics. Overall, they found the thickness of the EIL to 
be small, typically less than 20 meters. In addition, they used high rate data to detect very 
thin filaments of cloudy and clear air at different stages of mixing among a background of 
turbulence. In a more recent study, Yamaguchi and Randall (2012) used LES model results 
and a conserved variables analysis to approximate EIL thickness and to diagnose the effects 
of radiation, evaporation, and mixing within the EIL. Their results showed an EIL thickness 
of several tens of meters. Also, they found the effects of radiation and phase changes to be 
of comparable magnitude, while the mixing process itself is, by far, the primary contributor 
to the final temperature of a mixed parcel.
Important implications from studies of the EIL are that the cloud top does not necessar­
ily mark the top of STBLs (Lenschow et al. 2000), and that the EIL may play a vital role 
in establishing an entrainment rate and setting the degree to which the cloud top is stable 
with respect to entrainment (Wang and Albrecht 1994; Gerber et al. 2005; de Roode and 
Wang 2007). Since its discovery in the early 1980s, investigators have been seeking ways 
to study the EIL in more detail to reveal its characteristics, evolution, and central role in 
the development and dissipation of Sc decks lying at the top of marine boundary layers. A 
diagram of entrainment circulations near the top of an STBL is shown in Figure 1.2.
Though the direct connection between the EIL and entrainment remains under scrutiny 
by current research efforts, the EIL seems to play an important role in the entrainment pro­
cess. In their recent study, Yamaguchi and Randall (2012) were able to observe individual 
parcels undergoing the entrainment process through the use of a Lagrangian Parcel Track­
ing Model integrated into a Linear Eddy Model. Their results support the hypothesis that 
the EIL is a region where parcels are cooled and moistened by detrained air from the top 
of the cloudy mixed layer. Their results also show that temperature (and hence buoyancy) 
changes of parcels are mostly affected by the physical process of mixing along with minor 
contributions from phase changes and radiative processes, both of which tend to be of the 
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Figure 1.2: Cloud top circulations and entrainment in the EIL.
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entrainment, as they tend to lead parcels toward downdrafts in the mixed layer where free 
tropospheric air is further mixed with saturated air of the cloudy mixed layer.
1.3 Conserved Variables and Mixing
The use of conserved variables to investigate mixing between two thermodynamically 
distinct types of air within clouds has been employed in several studies (Burnet and Bren- 
guier 2007; Paluch 1979; Pearson 2002). Specifically, this type of analysis has proven 
useful to study parcels in the midst of entrainment as dry and warm free tropospheric air 
mixes with cool and moist cloudy air. Moist conserved variables, such as total water mix­
ing ratio (qt) and liquid water potential temperature (0 j), are important for these analyses, 
as they are conserved quantities under moist adiabatic processes, and will remain relatively 
constant, regardless of the parcel’s altitude in the atmosphere. For two parcels of different 
types of air that are mixing, a conserved variable, such as qt , of the new mixture will have 
a qt which is a linear combination of the qts of the original parcels, weighted by the mass 
contribution of each original parcel to the mass of the resultant mixture:
qt,mix =  (1 -  X) * qt,a + X * qt,b, (1.1)
where qt,a is the total water mixing ratio of the first parcel, and (1 — x) is the fraction of 
unit mass contributed to the final mixture from the first parcel, while qt,b is the total water 
mixing ratio of the second parcel, and x is the fraction of unit mass contributed to the final 
mixture from the second parcel.
Due to this linearity of mixing for conserved variables, all possible mixing states for 
a resultant mixture which is the product of mixing between two original parcels lie on a 
straight line connecting a point representing the thermodynamic characteristics of the first 
parcel and a point representing the thermodynamic characteristics of the second parcel. A 
diagram illustrating this is shown in Figure 1.3. This concept will be used in Chapter 3.
11
conserved variable Y
Figure 1.3: Mixing line diagram for mixing between two parcels of air with original mixing 
states a and b, plotted in terms of two conserved variables that mix linearly. For a parcel c, 
formed from mixing parcel a and parcel b, its mixing state will fall along the line connecting 
a and b according to the amount of each of parcels a and b mixed into parcel c.
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For studying mixing near the top of Sc clouds, one original mixing state is taken to be 
the pure cloudy mixed layer below the top of the STBL, and the second original mixing 
state is taken to be the pure free troposphere overlying the EIL. VanZanten and Duynkerke 
(2002) suggest a method for using a conserved variable called mixing fraction to study ra­
diative and phase change effects on virtual potential temperature changes at the top of a Sc 
layer. Mixing fraction is a measure of the amount of one type of air mixed into a parcel 
of a second type of air, based on ratios and differences in qt for the two types of air. This 
method will be further explained in Chapter 3.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The analyses within this thesis were based on data from the Physics of Stratocumu- 
lus Top (POST) field campaign, which was specifically designed for investigating the small 
scale processes near cloud top and the EIL of STBLs through the use of colocated, high 
response airborne instrumentation and specially designed flight plans.
The goals of this thesis are to use the methodology of vanZanten and Duynkerke (2002) 
to detect and to define the EIL for five research flights from the POST field campaign, as 
well as to diagnose the relative contributions of radiative and phase change processes to 
temperature changes within the EIL, as defined by this method. Chapter 2 is a description 
of the POST field campaign, which includes a description of data from the five flights that 
were selected for analysis. Methodology and results for mixing fraction calculations and 
approximation of the location and extent of the EIL are given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
includes a statistical analysis of EIL thickness, a glimpse at time evolution of the EIL, and 
an alternate way of detecting the EIL based on turbulence characteristics. Methods and 
results for virtual potential temperature changes due to radiation and phase changes, also 
motivated by vanZanten and Duynkerke (2002), are outlined in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 is 
a discussion of major results of this study, which includes suggestions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
THE PHYSICS OF STRATOCUMULUS 
TOP PROJECT
2.1 The Field Campaign
The Physics of Stratocumulus Top (POST) field campaign took place during the months 
of July and August in 2008 to investigate the fine-scale structure of entrainment and other 
mixing processes near the top of STBLs, and to examine the properties of the EIL in these 
types of boundary layers. This field experiment used a Twin Otter Turboprop aircraft with 
a wingsan of only 65 feet, just under two times smaller than the wingspan of the NSF RC- 
130, an aircraft used in many previous Sc studies. In the past, on the RC-130, some probes 
were located up to six meters apart, preventing proper spacial correlation of data. The small 
size of the Twin Otter aircraft allowed for colocation of fast response instruments, enabling 
accurate calculations of important quantities, such as entrainment rate and radiative cooling 
at cloud top. This allowed for the study of fine scale structure and small scale processes 
taking place in the Sc clouds observed during the campaign.
With the EIL being a primary focus of the POST project, vertical flight plans were spe­
cially designed to collect data from within the EIL, and from the regions transitioning into, 
and out of, the EIL. These flightpaths were comprised of three (sometimes four) sections of 
repeated “sawtoothing” through the cloud deck, meaning the aircraft would dip down into 
the cloud layer, and then once in the cloud layer, would rise back up above the cloud layer. 
This pattern was repeated several times within a section of the flight path. Also, level legs
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were flown near the surface, in-cloud, and just below the cloud layer for later calculation 
of fluxes. An example of a typical vertical flight path is shown in Figure 2.1.
In the horizontal, the flight path was prescribed as well, in an attempt to capture con­
sistent parcels of air. Instead of simply flying down the coast or maintaining a straight path 
within the Sc layer, the pilot was assigned to fly a quasi-Lagrangian flight path, meaning 
the aircraft would follow the general flow of the surrounding atmosphere, resulting in an 
overall zigzag pattern. An example of the horizontal Lagrangian flight path from Research 
Flight 10 is shown in Figure 2.2.
The Twin Otter aircraft was outfitted with several instruments, many of which could 
be considered colocated due to very closely located mounts on the aircraft. Specific to 
this research is the Ultra Fast Thermometer (UFT), which took temperature measurements 
at a frequency of 1000 Hz.; the Particle Volume Monitor (PVM) which measured liquid 
water content (LWC) at a frequency of 1000 Hz.; and the UCI LICOR hygrometer, which 
measured the water vapor mixing ratio, whose data was placed in the archive at 40 Hz.
By the end of the POST mission in mid August of 2008, data had been collected from 
a total of 17 flights, 9 during the day and 8 during the evening/night. Most flights were 
approximately 5 hours long. The variety of flights (daytime and nighttime, under various 
atmospheric conditions) allowed for study of the EIL under many different circumstances.
The results presented in this thesis are based on five flights selected from the POST 
field campaign, each exhibiting special cases involving time of day, cloud cover, moisture 
content of the mixed layer, moisture content of the overlying free atmosphere, or observed 
jump in thermodynamic properties across the inversion at the top of the mixed layer.
2.2 Observational Data
Most of the data collected during POST were gathered by high rate, fast response probes 
at a frequency of 1000 Hz. However, this high rate data was averaged to a rate of 40 Hz. 
due to the fact that the PVM and LICOR probes on the nose of the Twin Otter aircraft were
1.5 m is (when porpoising)
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Figure 2.2: Typical Lagrangian flightpath in the horizontal domain for POST missions.
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separated by a distance of one meter. Given that the aircraft was traveling at approximately 
50 m/s, averaging to 40 Hz. would provide a spacial resolution of 1.25 meters; a data 
rate any higher than this would make correlations between the data prone to errors as the 
separation distance between the probes would have been larger than the separation distance 
between data points. This averaging to 40 Hz. was accomplished using matrix techniques in 
Matlab. Data from aircraft cabin instruments were used for calculations involving ambient 
air pressure and height data. As the recording frequency for the cabin instruments was only 
10 Hz., these data were interpolated to 40 Hz. as well, using Matlab interpolation functions.
As was already mentioned, each flight included sections of “porpoising” in and out of 
the cloud layer, as well as horizontal legs for calculating fluxes. The analyses described 
here mainly focus on studying the extent and structure of the EIL; therefore, they focus on 
the portions of each flightpath that are comprised of porpoising, and the data used for these 
analyses are solely those data points from within the porpoising sections of the flightpath. 
These sections were defined based on a required amount of repetitive porpoises in and out 
of the cloud layer in a given amount of time. These groups of repetitive porpoises during 
each flight were named “pods.” In most cases, each flight contained three pods comprised 
of at least five porpoises each. Most of the results in the following analyses are given in 
the form of results from pods of a given flight. A sketch of the vertical flightpath from one 
flight during POST with pods highlighted in red boxes is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.2.1 Data Issues
By plotting water vapor mixing ratio as gathered by the UCI LICOR water vapor hy­
grometer, and by separating data points into saturated points and unsaturated points (based 
on a threshold value of liquid water mixing ratio), it was found that the instrument exhib­
ited anomalously low vapor values upon exiting and entering the cloud layer for all flights. 
To attempt to correct for these erroneous values, the water vapor data were plotted against 











Figure 2.3: Total vertical flight plan from POST Research Flight 10 with pods highlighted 
with red boxes.
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greater than three times the root mean squared error away from the linear fit were elimi­
nated from the data set. These revised data sets for water vapor mixing ratio were used for 
the actual analyses.
2.3 Flights For Analysis
When selecting flights for analysis, several criteria were considered. Firstly, for a flight 
to be valid for our analyses, the aircraft needed to have followed the prescribed Lagrangian 
flightpath in the horizontal field of motion. This condition was not met for two of the 
flights, namely RF04 and RF09, due to airspace restrictions on the days these missions 
were flown. Therefore, they were discarded immediately. A second criterion for analysis 
was whether the flight data showed distinct characteristics of mixing through the use of a 
mixing line analysis, which will be discussed in further detail in a following chapter. This 
narrowed the focus of our analyses to a subset of flights: RF05, RF06, RF10, RF11, RF12, 
RF14, RF15, and RF16, most of which are evening flights. The results presented here will 
focus on RF10 and RF16 (daytime flights), along with RF11, RF12, and RF14 (evening 
flights).
2.3.1 Research Flight 10
RF10 took place on August 4, 2008, and was flown from 10:12 a.m. to 3:23 p.m. Pacific 
Standard Time, making it a daytime flight, for a total of 5.2 hours. According to flight notes 
for this mission, the Sc cloud layer that day was uniform, with clear, free atmospheric air 
above the cloud top inversion. The Sc layer was also observed to thin during the duration 
of the flight. Maximum winds of 8 to 9 m/s were observed in the cloud layer, with a sharp 
drop off in winds just above the cloud layer to 2 to 3 m/s. Also, toward the end of the flight, 
a clear, moist layer was observed just above the cloud layer with the same vapor content as 
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Figure 2.4: Horizontal and vertical flight paths for daytime RF10.
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2.3.2 Research Flight 11
RF11 took place on August 5, 2008 from 5:57 p.m. to 10:48 p.m. Pacific Standard 
Time, making it an evening flight, for a total of 4.9 hours. The boundary layer during RF11 
was supporting very little cloud cover near the beginning of the flight. Clouds were sparse, 
and the flight path had to be altered to get to areas where the instrumentation could sample 
cloudy mixed layer air. When clouds were encountered, the cloud deck was very thin, at 
around 400 meters thick, and, even in these cases, observed LWC was low. In addition, 
cirrus clouds were observed above the Sc layer for the majority of the flight. A shear layer 
was suspected just above cloud top due to winds observed at a little less than 10.5 m/s 
from the north northwest in the boundary layer, which changed to 2.5 m/s from the south 
southwest above the inversion. The horizontal and vertical flight paths for RF11 are shown 
in Figure 2.5.
2.3.3 Research Flight 12
RF12 took place on August 7, 2008 from 5:55 p.m. to 10:53 p.m. Pacific Standard 
Time, making it an evening flight with a total duration of approximately 5.0 hours. During 
this flight, the cloud bases were higher than normal, and the cloud deck itself was reported 
as “very solid.” No cirrus clouds and no overlying haze layer were observed during the 
totality of the flight. Before sunset, a layer of cloudy air seemed to have formed below the 
dominant top layer of clouds. This dissipated soon after the sun went down. Horizontal 
and vertical flight paths for RF12 are shown in Figure 2.6.
2.3.4 Research Flight 14
RF14 was flown on August 11, 2008 from 5:57 p.m. to 10:48 p.m. Pacific Standard 
Time, making it an evening flight with a total duration of 4.9 hours. A moist overlying 
layer seemed to be due to a thick layer of haze located above the mixed layer during this 
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Figure 2.6: Horizontal and vertical flight paths for evening RF12.
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illustrating the moist state of the mixed layer on this evening. All reports of the clouds dur­
ing this flight were of a uniform cloud deck. Figure 2.7 shows the horizontal and vertical 
flight paths from RF14.
2.3.5 Research Flight 16
RF16 was flown on August 14, 2008 from 10:28 a.m. to 3:02 p.m. Pacific Standard 
Time, making it a daytime flight with a total duration of 4.6 hours. Cirrus clouds were 
observed during this flight, and winds were at about 1.5 m/s out of the north northwest. 
Figure 2.8 shows the horizontal and vertical flight paths from RF16.
2.4 Data Access
Data from these five flights will be used in the following chapters to locate the EIL, 
as well as diagnose heating and cooling within the EIL for a typical California STBL. A 
complete set of data collected during the POST field campaign is available for download 
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Figure 2.8: Horizontal and vertical flight paths for evening RF16.
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CHAPTER 3
MIXING FRACTION: LOCATING THE EIL
This chapter will introduce the moist conserved variable mixing fraction (x) as a 
unique technique for identifying the regions near the top of the mixed layer observed dur­
ing POST that show qualities characteristic of parcels in the the midst of mixing processes. 
This variable provides a new way of plotting the flight path, as will be shown in the last 
part of the chapter.
3.1 Saturated and Unsaturated Data Points
To begin the analyses, the data for each flight were separated into saturated and un­
saturated points based on liquid water mixing ratio. This liquid water mixing ratio (ql) 
was calculated from the liquid water content (LWC) data measured by the Particle Volume 
Monitor (PVM) mounted to the Twin Otter aircraft. For this conversion, the following 
equation was used:
L W C  (3 2) qi = -------- (3.2)
P
where p is the dry air density, taken to be a good approximation for ambient air density 
during the course of all flights. This density was calculated using the equation of state for 
the atmosphere:
p = R T  (33)
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where p is pressure from the cabin instruments, T is temperature from the UFT, and R is 
the gas constant for dry air, 287.05 J/kg K.
Cloud fraction was used next to determine whether a given data point in the averaged 40 
Hz. data set should be considered saturated or unsaturated. This quantity was calculated as 
follows. First, the original 1000 Hz. data set was needed for LWC because the new 40 Hz. 
data was created by averaging every 25 data points of the original 1000 Hz. data. Though 
this new form of averaged data was adequate for other steps in the analyses, it created an 
“average parcel,” which represented the average LWC of the parcel over 1/40 of a second, 
instead of accurately representing the actual instantaneous LWC of the parcel at each point 
in the flight path measured at 1000 Hz. In other words, simply using a liquid water threshold 
with the averaged 40 Hz. data was making too much of an assumption about the saturation 
of original parcels of air along the flight path as sampled at 1000 Hz. Therefore, the 1000 
Hz. LWC time series was broken up into subsets of 25 data points, and each subset was 
compared to a threshold of 0.05 g/kg. Data points meeting or surpassing the threshold 
within the subset were given a value of 1, and data points less than the threshold were 
given a value of 0. Next, these 25 points (with values 0 or 1) were averaged. This provided 
a “cloud fraction” value for each 1/40 of a second. If the cloud fraction value was equal to 
1, that 1/40 of a second in the averaged data set was considered saturated, but if the cloud 
fraction value was less than 1, that 1/40 of a second in the averaged data set was considered 
unsaturated.
This enabled us to make an approximation of the extent of saturated and unsaturated air 
along the flight path. Examples of flight paths with saturated (blue) and unsaturated (black) 
points are shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Saturated points (blue) and unsaturated points (black) show the approximate vertical extent of the cloud layer and location 




Locating mixing events at the top of the STBLs during POST first required defin­
ing pure mixing states in and above the boundary layer. Moist, turbulent, cloud layer air 
was defined as one such mixing state, and dry, warm, free troposphere air from above the 
inversion was defined as a second pure state. The mixing of these two pure states was used 
to study the properties of the EIL. First, it was necessary to select and use variables that 
are conserved under both dry adiabatic and moist adiabatic processes due to the presence 
of moisture in both vapor and liquid phases throughout circulations within the mixed layer. 
The two moist conserved variables selected for this analysis were total water mixing ratio 
(which remains constant though moisture may change from the vapor state to the liquid 
state, or visa versa, assuming no precipitation), and liquid water potential temperature.
Total water mixing ratio was calculated as the sum of water vapor mixing ratio and 
liquid water mixing ratio:
Liquid water mixing ratio was again calculated from data collected onboard the Twin Otter. 
Liquid water potential temperature was calculated (to a first approximation) using
where 0  is the ambient potential temperature (which was calculated using Poisson's equa­
tion and ambient temperature measurements from the UFT), L v is the latent heat of vapor­
ization (2.5x106J / K ), cpd is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure (1005 J / k g K ), 
and ql is the liquid water mixing ratio (calculated earlier for the total water mixing ratio 
computation).
Conserved quantities for each data point enabled us to see the distribution of both total 
water and liquid potential temperature vertically in the atmosphere. Profiles of these vari­
ables are shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.11. Due to the high frequency of data points, many




of the following plots are color coded according to density of data points on any given area 
of a plot, in two dimensional histogram plots. The domain has been broken up into boxes; 
warm colors represent large density of points in each box, and cool colors represent small 
density of points in each box. Total water profiles are shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.6, 
and liquid water potential temperature profiles are in shown in Figures 3.7 through 3.11.
3.3 Mixing Fraction
Our conserved variables, qt and 0 t,were used to calculate a third conserved quan­
tity, called mixing fraction, for each point along the flight path. Mixing fraction is defined 
as the fractional amount of one pure fluid mixed into a parcel of another pure fluid during 
a mixing process. In this case, mixing fraction is defined to be the fractional amount of 
free tropospheric air mixed into a parcel of purely cloudy air. Values of mixing fraction 
range between 0 and 1. Using our method, a mixing fraction of 0 means no free tropo­
spheric air has been mixed into the parcel of cloudy air, and therefore represents a parcel 
of completely pure cloud layer air; conversely, a mixing fraction of 1 represents a parcel 
comprised completely of free tropospheric air.
Following the methodology of vanZanten and Duynkerke (2002), mixing fraction was 
computed using the following equation:
5qt (3.6)X =  7^  A qt
where
5qt = qtm -  qt2, (3.7)
and









































































































Figure 3.7: Liquid water potential temperature profiles for all three pods of RF10, a daytime flight.
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Figure 3.9: Liquid water potential temperature profiles for all three pods of RF12, an evening flight with large variation in cloudtop 
height.
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In the equations above, qt represents total water mixing ratio, a subscript of 1 represents 
a value characteristic of the free troposphere, a subscript of 2 represents a value character­
istic of the cloudy mixed layer, and an overbar indicates an average value over the given 
layer (cloudy mixed layer or free troposphere). In other words, Aqt is the jump in total 
water mixing ratio across the inversion at cloud top, and 5qt is the local fluctuation in total 
water mixing ratio along the flight path.
To estimate layer average values for the cloudy layer and for the overlying free tropo­
sphere, we used a mixing line analysis, as described in Chapter 1. To plot these mixing 
lines, conserved variables qt and 0^ were plotted against each other. Mixing lines for our 
five selected flights are shown in Figures 3.12 through 3.16, also in color coded two dimen­
sional histogram plots.
As explained in Chapter 1, the endpoints of these mixing lines give the state prior 
to mixing of two thermodynamically distinct and pure states. In this case, the two pure, 
distinct types of air prior to mixing were defined as air from the overlying free troposphere, 
and air from the cloudy mixed layer. Therefore, for our mixing fraction equation, to make 
a good approximation for an average total water mixing ratio over the cloud layer, we 
estimated an upper “endpoint” for our mixing lines, while we estimated a lower “endpoint” 
for the mixing lines to provide an average total water mixing ratio value for the overlying 
free troposphere. These average endpoint values, as well as average cloud top pressure are 
given in Table 3.1.
Calculating mixing fraction for each point along the flight path allowed for the region 
near the top of the mixed layer to be plotted in a new way, now characterized by mixing 
fraction. Values with a mixing fraction of at least 0.9 were taken to be values characteristic 
of pure free tropospheric air, and are colored red; values with a mixing fraction of 0.1 or 
less were taken to be characteristic of pure cloudy mixed layer air, and are colored blue; 
finally, points with mixing fraction values between these two extremes were taken to be 
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Figure 3.12: Mixing lines for all three pods of RF10, a daytime flight with significant jumps in thermodynamic properties across the 
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Table 3.1: Average total water mixing ratio and liquid water potential temperature values 
for pure cloudy mixed layer air and pure free tropospheric air for RF10, RF11, RF12, RF14, 
and RF16, as well as average cloud top pressures.
Flight No. qt(g/ kg) di(K ) Avg. CT Pressure (hPa)
X = 1 X =  0 X =  1 X =  0
RF10 (daytime)
pod 1 1.90 8.40 298.6 286.4 942.6
pod 2 1.70 8.40 298.4 286.7 940.4
pod 3 1.60 8.35 297.4 286.7 951.7
RF11 (evening)
pod 1 2.90 8.50 295.9 286.7 959.4
pod 2 1.70 8.40 297.1 286.9 949.7
pod 3 1.80 8.60 296.8 286.8 954.0
pod 4 2.40 8.80 296.2 286.6 959.4
RF12 (evening)
pod 1 2.70 8.40 297.1 286.9 933.7
pod 2 3.30 8.30 296.4 286.8 928.5
pod 3 3.20 8.40 297.0 286.4 935.0
RF14 (evening)
pod 1 7.50 9.70 297.7 287.3 950.9
pod 2 7.40 9.80 297.8 287.6 955.2
pod 3 6.60 9.70 299.9 287.4 954.7
RF16 (daytime)
pod 1 5.80 9.40 299.2 286.8 967.1
pod 2 5.80 9.60 299.4 286.8 961.5
pod 3 5.80 9.40 299.0 286.8 964.2
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sult, for all of our analyzed flights, was a clearly defined layer of black points, bordered on 
the top by red points (free troposphere), and on the bottom by blue points (cloudy mixed 
layer). This result indicates a clearly defined layer of mixing between two pure states of 
the atmosphere. Examples of this result are shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18, for all three 
pods from RF10 (a daytime flight) and RF12 (an evening flight).
3.4 Defining the Extent of the EIL
To define top (the interface between the EIL and the free troposphere) and bottom (the 
interface between the EIL and cloudy mixed layer) boundaries for the EIL, an algorithm 
was designed to detect each interface in the mixing fraction time series between cloud layer 
values and EIL values, and between free tropospheric values and EIL values:
detect = (Xi -  Xo) * (Xi-i -  Xo) (3.9)
where Xo is our threshold value for one of the two pure mixing states (0.1 or 0.9 -  this 
algorithm was used to detect interfaces at both boundaries), and Xi-1 and Xi are consecutive 
values in the mixing fraction time series. Here, if consecutive elements in the mixing 
fraction time series were on opposite sides of a threshold, one factor would be a positive 
value while the other factor would be a negative value, yielding an overall negative value 
for our “detect” algorithm. Likewise, two consecutive elements in the mixing fraction time 
series on the same side of a threshold would yield a positive result.
Mixing fraction values for all data points were run through this algorithm, and then 
height and time data for negative “detect” values were extracted from the corresponding 
height and time data sets. These interfaces were marked with circles in the flight path. 
Figure 3.19 shows an example of one pod from a daytime flight and one pod from an 
evening flight with detected interfaces in magenta for the boundary between the cloudy 
layer and the layer of mixing, and in black circles for detected interfaces between the layer 
of mixing and the overlying free troposphere. Figure 3.20 shows a closeup of one porpoise
UTC Time (sec) .^4  UTC Time (sec) .^4  UTC Time (sec) .^4
Figure 3.17: The flight path for the three pods from RF10, color-coded according to mixing fraction. Red points represent x  >  0.9 (pure 
free tropospheric air), blue points represent \- < 0 .1  (pure cloud layer air), and black points represent 0.1 <  \ <  0.9 (values in between 
the two pure states, indicative of mixing).
Figure 3.18: The flight path for the three pods from RF12, color-coded according to mixing fraction. Red points represent x  >  0.9 (pure 
free tropospheric air), blue points represent \- < 0 .1  (pure cloud layer air), and black points represent 0.1 <  \ <  0.9 (values in between 
the two pure states, indicative of mixing).
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Figure 3.19: Interfaces between mixing states, for one pod of a daytime flight, and for one pod of an evening flight. Mixing fraction 
values characteristic of pure cloud layer air are in blue, values characteristic of mixing are in black, and values characteristic of pure free 
tropospheric air are in red. Interfaces between the cloud layer and the EIL are circled in magenta; interfaces between the EIL and the 
free troposphere are circled in black.
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Figure 3.20: Close-up view of one porpoise of RF12, showing detected interfaces near top 
and bottom boundaries of the EIL.
from RF12 to show variability of mixing fraction along the flight path near cloudy mixed 
layer and free troposphere interfaces, along with detected interfaces between mixing and 
pure states.
Next, the mean, median, maximum, and minimum height were calculated for each por­
poise’s set of interfaces. Finally, for each interface within each porpoise, the approximate 
boundaries between layers were defined at the mean altitudes of these detected interfaces. 
This gave a single, average value for the boundaries and extent of the layer of mixing be­
tween the cloudy mixed layer and the free troposphere. We took this layer of mixing, now 
defined by mean detected interfaces, to be our best approximation for the location and ex­
tent of the EIL.
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3.5 Comprehensive EIL Plots
Calculated values of mixing fraction, along with our approximate average heights for 
the extent of the EIL, were used to create a comprehensive sketch of the characteristics 
and structure of the layer of mixing near cloud top for all five flights from POST that were 
selected for analysis. These comprehensive diagrams for all pods of the selected five flights 
are shown in Figures 3.21 through 3.25.
UTC Time (sec) UTC Time (sec) UTC Time (sec)
Figure 3.21: Approximate location and extent of the EIL plotted over mixing fraction values for all pods of RF10. EIL boundaries are 
marked with a black dashed line, mixing fraction values characteristic of pure free tropospheric air are in red, mixing fraction values 
characteristic of pure cloud layer air are in blue, and mixing fraction values characteristic of the EIL are in black.
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Figure 3.22: Location and extent of our estimated EIL, with mixing fraction color coded for all pods of RF11. Black dashed lines mark 
EIL boundaries, red areas represent values characteristic of the free troposphere, blue areas represent values characteristic of the cloudy 
boundary layer, and black areas represent values characteristic of mixing within the EIL.
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Figure 3.23: For RF12, location and extent of the EIL marked with black dashed lines. Values characteristic of the free troposphere are 
color-coded in red, values characteristic of the cloudy boundary layer are color-coded in blue, and values characteristic of mixing (and 
hence the EIL) are color-coded in black.
U\
Figure 3.24: Approximate EIL boundaries, marked by a black dotted line, plotted on the vertical flight path for each pod of RF14. Free 
tropospheric values are color-coded in red, cloudy boundary layer values are color coded in blue, and EIL mixing values are color coded 
in black.
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Figure 3.25: The EIL’s approximate location and extent for RF16, plotted with dashed black lines. The EIL is superimposed on the 
vertical flight path for each pod of RF16, with free tropospheric values colored red, cloudy boundary layer values colored blue, and EIL 
mixing values colored in black.
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CHAPTER 4
EIL STATISTICS AND STUDIES
Approximate estimations of the location and extent of the EIL as defined by mixing 
fraction provided a unique opportunity to look at the evolution and characteristics of the 
EIL during daytime and evening flights. The following sections will detail these analyses 
of statistics and behavior of the EIL during the five POST flights analyzed in the previous 
chapter.
4.1 Thickness of the EIL
Thickness and extent of the EIL at the top of marine boundary layers has remained 
relatively uncertain due to the methods by which the EIL is defined, and due to limited data 
collected during observational studies. Estimates of EIL thickness included in this section 
are based on EIL boundaries calculated from mixing fraction values, which were computed 
using the high rate data from POST.
To calculate EIL thickness over the course of a flight, the EIL bottom height was sub­
tracted from the EIL top height for each porpoise. Those thicknesses were then averaged 
over all three pods to give our best estimate of EIL thickness during a given flight. His­
tograms, shown in Figures 4.1 through 4.5, show the frequency of EIL thickness including 
all porpoises for Flights 10, 11, 12, 14, and 16. Each “location” refers to a single porpoise 
passing through the EIL during a given flight.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency of EIL thickness as observed over all porpoising during RF10, a 
daytime flight.“Locations” refer to porpoises passing through the EIL.
Figure 4.2: EIL thickness frequency when taken over all porpoising during RF11, an 
evening flight. “Locations” describe porpoises passing through the EIL.
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Figure 4.3: When including all porpoises of evening RF12, frequency of EIL thickness 
values. “Locations” refer to porpoises through the EIL.
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Figure 4.4: Thickness of the EIL when each porpoise (“location”) through the EIL is taken 
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Figure 4.5: Frequency of EIL thickness values when all porpoises from RF16, a daytime 
flight, are taken into account. A“location” corresponds to a vertical porpoise through the 
EIL.
several tens of meters are most common. While there are a few instances of extremely 
thick EILs, they are much less common, and there is only one instance of an especially thin 
EIL under 10 meters using our mixing fraction technique for defining the EIL. Statistics 
for each flight regarding EIL thickness are shown in Table 4.1, and flight averages for EIL 
thickness are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Average, maximum, and minimum EIL thickness for RF10, RF11, RF12, RF14, 
and RF16.
Flight Avg. EIL Thick (m) Max. EIL Thick (m) Min. EIL Thick (m)
RF10 (daytime) 25.9 58.7 10.8
RF11 (evening) 30.4 74.6 26.5
RF12 (evening) 52.0 80.5 8.6
RF14 (evening) 69.6 130.5 28.4
RF16 (daytime) 70.5 144.5 32.4
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Table 4.2: Flight averages of EIL thickness for RF10, RF11, RF12, RF14, and RF16.






4.2 Lower Tropospheric Stability and the EIL
To test whether the EIL of California marine stratocumulus is dependent on local and 
large-scale stability of the atmosphere, a couple of different stability analyses were per­
formed here to identify any observable relationships between EIL thickness and stability of 
the surrounding atmosphere. Our first approach involved using lower tropospheric stability 
(LTS) to diagnose the large-scale stability during POST missions. This stability measure is 
defined as
LT S =  0850hPa -  Osfc. (4.10)
As the flight paths during the POST field campaign only extended up to around 900 
hPa at the highest point, it was necessary to obtain potential temperature data for the LTS 
calculation from an outside source. For this, we used archived data from NCEP’s Global 
Forecast System, which consists of 48-hour forecasts at 3-hourly intervals for 20 grid points 
off the coast of California, covering the entire domain of POST missions. Each grid point 
is located at an intersection of a line of latitude and a line of longitude. Furthermore, in the 
vertical, model output is given at 64 pressure levels, from the surface up through most of 
the atmosphere.
To specifically treat the flights that were chosen here, latitude and longitude data from 
each of the five flights were plotted onto a latitude-longitude grid. Next, a box about the 
size of a GCM grid box (one degree latitude by one degree longitude, or 110 kilometers
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by 110 kilometers) was defined to be centered on the horizontal extent of the flight path. 
For the appropriate forecast time step, potential temperature data from the NCEP GFS 
forecasts were then interpolated to 1-hPa resolution in the vertical, and 0.2 degree latitude 
and longitude resolution in the horizontal. (This 0.2 degree resolution was defined in order 
to allow the box to be manipulated and approximately centered on the horizontal flightpath 
of each analyzed flight.) LTS was next calculated at each interpolated point within the box 
by taking the difference in potential temperature between the 1020-hPa (surface) level and 
the 850-hPa level. Finally, all LTS values in the box were averaged to give a mean LTS for 
that flight. These LTS calculations were plotted against EIL thickness (Ah) for each pod 
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Figure 4.6: Correlation of LTS with EIL thickness for each pod of five POST flights, R  = 
0.046. RF10 and RF16 are daytime flights, and RF11, RF12, and RF14 are evening flights. 
Data points are color-coded to show values within individual flights; one value of LTS is 
used for all pods of a given flight.
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From Figure 4.6, and the calculation of the correlation coefficient of the dataset con­
taining all pods of all five flights (R = 0.046), we see that there appears to be no correlation 
between the thickness of the EIL and LTS using our analysis methods. Theoretically, we 
may expect LTS to be negatively correlated with EIL thickness, as turbulence within the 
EIL would have to work against large-scale stability in order for the EIL to grow in thick­
ness. The fact that we see such weak correlation here may be due to the statistical sample 
being too small, or large time and spacial scale considerations being overwhelmed by small 
time scales and small scale processes.
4.3 Undulation Height and EIL Thickness
Bretherton et al. (1999) defined a quantity called undulation height, which is a measure 
of the deformation of the inversion above a boundary layer when a convective updraft 
collides with the stable inversion, by equating the gain in potential energy, 5zuAb, with the 
loss of vertical kinetic energy, wl,  to obtain
wl
tzu = - £ ,  (4.11)
where w* is a convective velocity scale, and Ab is the buoyancy given by
-  b =  g , (4.12)
0 io
and g is gravity, A 0 l is the jump in 0 l across the inversion, and 0 lo is an average 0 l in 
the EIL. To provide a range of estimates of this undulation height, we used five different 
approximations for the convective velocity scale in the flights studied here. The first three 
estimates were calculated in a layer stretching from cloud top down to 50 meters below 
cloud top. These three estimates were average updraft speed, standard deviation in vertical 
velocity (based on averages over one second, or about 50 meters horizontally), and the 
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) based on horizontal and vertical velocities within that 50
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meters (also based on averages over one second, or about 50 meters horizontally). For 
the fourth and fifth approximations of convective velocity scale, we used TKE taken from 
velocities within the EIL, and a velocity scale based on the convective mass flux, given by
Mc = pau(l -  au)(wu -  wd), (4.13)
where p is the density of dry air, au is updraft fractional area, and wu and wd are average 
updraft and downdraft velocities, respectively. After calculating 5zu for all five estimates of 
w*, we plotted undulation heights for each pod against A h for each pod for all five analyzed 
flights, and finally correlations were calculated between the various quantities. These plots 
are shown in Figures 4.7-4.11.
The correlations between 5zu (based on different measures of convective velocity scale) 
and A h shown in Figures 4.7-4.11 are a mix of positive and negative values, and are weak 
at best. This seems to suggest that, in this case, undulation height is not related to EIL 
thickness and that there are other factors, such as shear near cloud top, that influence the 
thickness of the EIL and its relationship to the stability of the surrounding atmosphere.
4.4 Time Evolution of the EIL
Organizing the calculated values for EIL top and bottom heights with respect to 
longitude (and thus distance from the coast) provided a relatively local analysis of the 
time rate of change of the thickness of the EIL for our five flights. To accomplish this, 
the geographical domain for the pods of each flight was first calculated by computing the 
difference between the maximum and minimum longitude observed during all pods of a 
given flight. Next, this domain was divided into four equally wide sections, and the EIL top 































Figure 4.7: Correlation of undulation height, 5zu, calculated using average updraft speed
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Figure 4.8: Correlation of undulation height, 5zu, calculated using standard deviation of
vertical velocity within 50 meters of cloud top, with EIL thickness, Ah, for all five analyzed
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Figure 4.9: Correlation of undulation height, 5zu, calculated using TKE within 50 meters
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Figure 4.10: Correlation of undulation height, 5zu, calculated using TKE within the EIL, 
with EIL thickness, Ah, for all five analyzed POST flights, R = -0.30. Larger 5zu values 































Figure 4.11: Correlation of undulation height, 8zu, calculated using convective mass flux,
with EIL thickness, Ah, for all five analyzed POST flights, R = -0.34.
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longitude data for individual porpoises during a flight. Finally, linear fits were made to the 
bins of EIL top heights and to the bins of EIL bottom heights, and the slopes of these linear 
fits were calculated to give an estimate for the time rate of change of EIL top and bottom 
heights and EIL thickness. Plots of EIL top and bottom heights as a function of longitude 
(bins) and time are shown in Figures 4.12 through 4.16.
Daytime RF10 shows EIL top and bottom heights shifting at nearly the same rate of 
change in the middle of the longitudinal domain, while thinning or thickening of the EIL 
takes place near the boundaries of the domain. The EIL for evening RF11 exhibits subtle 
rates of change in EIL top and bottom altitudes, with thinning and thickening of the EIL 
occurring across the domain. Evening RF12 seems to show a consistent increase in EIL 
top and bottom heights from east to west following the section of the domain closest to the 
coast. Evening RF14 shows variable rates of change across the domain. Finally, daytime 
RF16 shows lifting in each longitude subset, with some thinning of the EIL in the middle 
of the longitudinal domain.
4.5 Turbulence Profiles Across the EIL
Another way to approximate the location of the EIL is to analyze turbulence in the 
vicinity of, and across, the top of the cloudy mixed layer. Three of these quantities that 
characterize the turbulence in this regime are vertical velocity variance, horizontal velocity 
variance, and the isotropy of the flow itself. One would expect the variance in vertical 
velocity to be at a maximum in the cloud layer, where vertical velocity fluctuations are a 
characteristic of the turbulent cloud layer. Vertical velocity variance was calculated using
var(w)  = <  w'w' > (4.14)
where
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Figure 4.13: EIL thickness as a function of time in four subsets of longitude over the course of RF11, an evening flight.
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Figure 4.15: EIL thickness as a function of time in four subsets of longitude for RF14, an evening flight.
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Figure 4.16: EIL thickness as a function of time in four subsets of longitude over the course of RF16, a daytime flight.
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Here, wi is an element from the vertical velocity time series, and <  w >  is an average of 
vertical velocity over each second. Above the mixed layer, one would expect the vertical 
velocity variance to fall off, as horizontal motions are much more prevalent within the EIL 
and above the mixed layer. The total horizontal velocity variance, like vertical velocity 
variance, was calculated using
var(u  +  v) =< u'u' > +  <  v'v' > (4.16)
where u' and v' are perturbations in horizontal velocity, calculated as in Section 4.2. One 
would expect horizontal velocity variance to peak within the EIL, and then fall off in the 
free troposphere.
Finally, isotropy, when applied to atmospheric velocity measurements, is a measure of 
the lack of directional dependence, and was calculated using
isotropy =< w'w' >  / ( <  u 'u ' >  +  <  v'v' >  +  <  w'w' >) (4.17)
One would expect isotropy values near 1 in the turbulent cloudy layer, where turbulence 
tends to move air in all directions, and thus shows a lack of dependence on direction. Above 
the turbulent mixed layer, one would expect isotropy values to decrease where horizontal 
motions dominate, especially in the free troposphere. Figures 4.17 through 4.21 show the 
three turbulent quantities from above. These plots include the data from all pods of each 
flight, binned according to mixing fraction, and then plotted as a mixing fraction profile.
Overall, Figures 4.17 through 4.21 reflect typical behavior at, and around, the mixed 
layer top: vertical velocity variance is at a maximum in the cloud layer, and falls off through 
the EIL and up through the free troposphere. Horizontal velocity variance peaks in the EIL, 
and takes on much smaller values both in the cloud layer and in the free troposphere. The 
exception to this behavior is RF16, where horizontal velocity variance falls off continu­
ously through the EIL to a minimum value in the free troposphere. Finally, isotropy shows
— mean 
— -1 st. dev. 
— +1 st. dev.
Figure 4.17: Profiles of (a) vertical velocity variance, (b) horizontal velocity variance, and (c) turbulence isotropy for data from all pods
of RF10, a daytime flight.
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Figure 4.18: Profiles of (a) vertical velocity variance, (b) horizontal velocity variance, and (c) turbulence isotropy for data from all pods
of RF11, an evening flight.
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Figure 4.19: Profiles of (a) vertical velocity variance, (b) horizontal velocity variance, and (c) turbulence isotropy for data from all pods
of RF12, an evening flight.
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Figure 4.20: Profiles of (a) vertical velocity variance, (b) horizontal velocity variance, and (c) turbulence isotropy for data from all pods
of RF14, an evening flight.
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Figure 4.21: Profiles of (a) vertical velocity variance, (b) horizontal velocity variance, and (c) turbulence isotropy for data from all pods
of RF16, a daytime flight.
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values around 1 where we would expect the turbulent cloud layer to be, and then falls 
off noticeably up through the EIL and free troposphere, where we would expect to find 
horizontal motions dominating the flow more than vertical motions.
CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND PHASE CHANGES
Various processes that take place within a Sc cloud layer and within the EIL, namely 
mixing, phase changes (evaporation of cloud droplets and condensation of vapor), and ra­
diative effects (warming from direct solar radiation and cooling at cloud top) contribute to 
net virtual potential temperature changes near the top of a given cloud deck. This tempera­
ture change is an important detail in studying Sc cloud systems because it is a crucial factor 
in maintaining shallow convection, and may influence how a cloud deck evolves. In the 
following sections, we focus on the contributions to a net temperature change in the EIL 
from the effects of radiation and phase changes.
5.1 Effects of Radiation
Relative contributions of radiation and phase changes to a net temperature change near 
cloud top were calculated from moist conserved variables and mixing fraction. To calculate 
the cooling at cloud top due to radiation, we again follow the methodology from vanZanten 
and Duynkerke (2002):
(SGi)rad = SGi -  xA O l (5.18)
where
8©i = ©im — ©12 (5.19)
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is the local fluctuation in liquid water potential temperature along the flight path, and
A©i =  0 1  -  0 2  (5.20)
is the jump in liquid water potential temperature across the inversion at cloud top. As with 
the mixing fraction calculation, overbars refer to an average over a layer, a subscript of 1 
refers to a free troposphere value, and a subscript of 2 refers to a cloudy mixed layer value. 
Free troposphere and mixed layer average values for 0 t were extracted from mixing line 
diagrams, as layer average values for qt were. Results from these calculations for each pod 
of the same five flights are shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.5 in two dimensional histograms.
Next, maximum, minimum, and mean values of warming and cooling for binned values 
of mixing fraction were calculated to provide a better approximation of heating and cooling 
across parcels in the midst of mixing within the EIL. For these calculations, mixing fraction 
values were binned over all mixing fractions found within the EIL (0.1-0.9), with a bin 
width of A x =  0.1. Maximum, minimum, and mean (5 0 t)rad values were then calculated 
for each bin. The results of these calculations are shown in Tables 5.1 through 5.5.
For daytime RF10 and RF16, on average, net warming due to radiation occurs in the 
EIL across all mixing fractions. Although, the warming during RF16 is more pronounced 
than during RF10. Evening RF12 and RF14 exhibit slight cooling in the EIL on average, on 
the same order of magnitude. The outlier is evening RF11, which shows reduced cooling 
rates in the EIL and a net warming across all mixing fractions.
5.2 Effects of Phase Changes
The calculation of cooling/warming, at or near cloud top due to phase changes, was 
accomplished using the following equation, also from vanZanten and Duynkerke (2002):
Figure 5.1: Liquid potential temperature change due to radiative effects for RF10, a daytime flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 










Figure 5.2: Liquid potential temperature change due to radiative effects for RF11, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 








Figure 5.3: Liquid potential temperature change due to radiative effects for RF12, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 







Figure 5.4: Liquid potential temperature change due to radiative effects for RF14, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 






Figure 5.5: Liquid potential temperature change due to radiative effects for RF16, a daytime flight. Warmer colors indicate areas of 








Table 5.1: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling for binned regions within
the EIL for RF10, a daytime flight.
RF10 - (5©i)rad Mean (^©i)md (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 0.53 4.0 -1.9
0.2 <  x <  0.3 0.78 3.4 -2.4
0.3 <  x <  0.4 0.44 3.3 -2.2
0.4 <  x <  0.5 0.27 3.1 -2.7
0.5 <  x <  0.6 0.27 3.5 -6.7
0.6 <  x <  0.7 0.15 2.9 -6.2
0.7 <  x <  0.8 0.15 2.5 -4.7
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.30 1.5 -2.8
Table 5.2: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling for binned regions within 
the EIL for RF11, an evening flight.
RF11- (£©i)rad Mean (8©i)md (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 0.82 1.9 -0.95
0.2 <  x <  0.3 1.0 2.9 -0.79
0.3 <  x <  0.4 1.2 1.9 -0.46
0.4 <  x <  0.5 1.1 2.1 0.0
0. 5 <  x <  0. 6 0.93 1.7 -0.095
0.6 <  x <  0.7 0.68 1.4 0.0
0.7 <  x <  0.8 1.5 4.0 -0.60
0.8 <  x <  0.9 1.8 3.8 -0.67
Table 5.3: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling for binned regions within 
the EIL for RF12, an evening flight.
RF12 - (5©i)rad Mean (8©i)md (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 -0.13 1.9 -1.9
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.15 2.3 -2.7
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.23 4.5 -3.4
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.34 2.0 -3.6
0. 5 <  x <  0. 6 -0.43 2.6 -4.0
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.41 3.4 -3.7
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.41 2.5 -3.5
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.25 1.7 -4.4
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Table 5.4: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling for binned regions within
the EIL for RF14, an evening flight.
RF14- (50i)rad Mean (£0i)md (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 -0.92 3.8 -3.0
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.54 3.7 -3.4
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.32 3.3 -3.9
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.55 3.4 -4.4
0.5 <  x <  0.6 -0.61 3.3 -4.6
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.12 2.6 -4.7
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.19 1.9 -5.0
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.25 1.5 -3.4
Table 5.5: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling for binned regions within 
the EIL for RF16, a daytime flight.
RF16 - (£0i)rad Mean (80i)md (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 1.2 8.5 -2.6
0.2 <  x <  0.3 3.3 7.8 -1.9
0.3 <  x <  0.4 3.7 6.9 0.0
0.4 <  x <  0.5 3.6 6.1 0.0
0. 5 <  x <  0. 6 2.9 5.3 0.0
0.6 <  x <  0.7 2.0 4.4 0.0
0.7 <  x <  0.8 1.4 3.7 -0.87
0.8 <  x <  0.9 1.1 3.4 -1.4
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(50 v ^  phase = ( 1-610 l2)(Qlm — [1 — X]ql2) (5-21)
cpd
where L v is the latent heat of vaporization, cpd is the specific heat of dry air at constant 
pressure, x is mixing fraction, and the definitions of subscripts and overbars remain the 
same as for previous equations. In this equation, however, an estimate of the average liquid 
water mixing ratio of pure cloud layer air is required. To make a reliable approximation for 
this quantity, a saturation adjustment code was used, with inputs of pressure, temperature, 
and vapor mixing ratio from the aircraft data. The code calculated a saturation adjusted 
value for each point along the flight path, which were used in the above equation to calculate 
the relative contribution of phase changes to temperature effects at cloud top. Results from 
these calculations for each pod of the five flights are shown in Figures 5.6 through 5.10.
Here again, maximum, minimum, and mean values of warming and cooling for binned 
values of (£0v )phase according to mixing fraction were calculated. The results of these 
calculations are displayed in Tables 5.6 through 5.10.
Daytime RF10 and RF16, as well as evening RF11, RF12, and RF14 exhibit net cool­
ing due to phase changes within the EIL across all mixing fraction values on average. This 
highlights the effects of evaporative cooling near the the top of the cloud layer, and within 
the EIL regardless of the time of day. For the majority of the time, cooling values are kept 
to less than 0.7 K, with many substantially lower than this.
5.3 Comparisons Between Radiative and Phase Change Effects
For all flights, magnitudes of the temperature changes in the EIL due to radiative effects 
and due to phase changes are comparable, on average. The exception to this is daytime 
RF16, which shows pronounced warming within the EIL, and more subtle cooling.
The net effects due to radiation seem to be due to a balance between heating and cooling 
within the EIL, whereas net effects from phase changes are due to an absence of condensa­
tional warming within the EIL against a background of widespread evaporative cooling.
Figure 5.6: Virtual potential temperature change due to phase changes for RF10, a daytime flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 











Figure 5.7: Virtual potential temperature change due to phase changes for RF11, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 







Figure 5.8: Virtual potential temperature change due to phase changes for RF12, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 







Figure 5.9: Virtual potential temperature change due to phase changes for RF14, an evening flight. Warmer colors indicate areas with 
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Figure 5.10: Virtual potential temperature change due to phase changes for RF16, a daytime flight. Wanner colors indicate areas with 








Table 5.6: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling due to phase changes for
binned regions within the EIL for RF10, a daytime flight.
RF10 - (5 0 v)phase Mean ($0v )phase (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  X <  0.2 -0.68 0.44 -0.91
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.61 0.085 -0.82
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.53 0.0 -0.72
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.44 0.0 -0.62
0.5 <  X <  0.6 -0.37 0.77 -0.53
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.28 0.33 -0.43
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.21 0.0 -0.33
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.13 0.0 -0.22
Table 5.7: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling due to phase changes for 
binned regions within the EIL for RF11, an evening flight.
RF11 - (£0 v)phase Mean ($0 v )phase (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 -0.58 0.0 -0.81
0.2 <  X <  0.3 -0.50 0.0 -0.81
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.45 0.0 -0.65
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.40 0.0 -0.57
0.5 <  X <  0.6 -0.34 0.0 -0.47
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.27 0.0 -0.38
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.21 0.0 -0.29
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.13 0.0 -0.21
Table 5.8: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling due to phase changes for 
binned regions within the EIL for RF12, an evening flight.
RF12 - (60v)phase Mean ($0 v )phase (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  X <  0.2 -0.70 0.36 -1.2
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.74 0.25 -1.1
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.67 0.27 -0.98
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.57 0.0 -0.84
0.5 <  X <  0.6 -0.48 0.0 -0.71
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.38 0.0 -0.57
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.27 0.0 -0.42
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.17 0.0 -0.29
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Table 5.9: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling due to phase changes for
binned regions within the EIL for RF14, an evening flight.
RF14 - (£0^)phase Mean (£0v )phase (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 -0.55 0.31 -1.2
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.89 0.21 -1.1
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.81 0.22 -1.0
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.69 0.0 -0.88
0. 5 <  x <  0. 6 -0.57 0.0 -0.74
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.47 0.0 -0.60
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.34 0.0 -0.47
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.20 0.0 -0.33
Table 5.10: Average, maximum heating, and maximum cooling due to phase changes for 
binned regions within the EIL for RF16, a daytime flight.
RF16 - (£0v)phase Mean (£0v )phase (K) Max. Warming (K) Max. Cooling (K)
0.1 <  x <  0.2 -0.69 0.26 -1.2
0.2 <  x <  0.3 -0.75 0.0 -1.1
0.3 <  x <  0.4 -0.69 0.0 -0.95
0.4 <  x <  0.5 -0.60 0.0 -0.81
0. 5 <  x <  0. 6 -0.50 0.0 -0.68
0.6 <  x <  0.7 -0.40 0.0 -0.55
0.7 <  x <  0.8 -0.30 0.0 -0.42
0.8 <  x <  0.9 -0.17 0.0 -0.28
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The effects of radiation at different times of day are notable in this comparison, as 
radiative heating dominates for daytime flights, while radiative cooling at cloud top domi­
nates for evening flights when solar radiation is reduced. This pattern seems to be largely 
absent for temperature effects due to phase changes, as evaporative cooling occurs during 
all flights, regardless of time of day, highlighting the mixing characteristics of the EIL. 
Plots of average temperature effects (due to radiation and phase changes) over all mixing 
fractions found within the EIL are shown in Figures 5.11 through 5.15.
In four out of five of our analyzed flights, mixing plays a much more significant role in 
the mixing process within the EIL than phase changes or radiative processes. During RF10 
(daytime flight), RF11, RF12, and RF14 (evening flights), mixing plays a noticeably larger 
role in modifying parcel temperature, especially for larger mixing fractions. However, for 
RF16, one of the analyzed daytime flights, radiative heating is pronounced in lower mixing 
fractions to the point where it outweighs warming due to mixing. The substantial effects of 
radiation during RF16 can also be seen in mixing line plots for this flight, as they deviate 
significantly from the linear structure that would be expected from purely mixing effects.
Figure 5.11: Average temperature effects due to radiation (red line) and phase changes (blue line) within the EIL compared to the 
temperature effects due to mixing (green line) for RF10. (59{)rad and (59v)phase have been binned according to mixing fraction, each bin 
averaged, and then plotted over the range of mixing fractions found within the EIL. Mixing fraction axis labels correspond to the bottom 
limit of each bin.
Figure 5.12: Temperature effects due to mixing (green line), compared to temperature effects due to radiation (red line) and phase 
changes (blue line) within the EIL for evening RF11. (59{)rad and (59v)phase have been binned according to mixing fraction, each bin 
averaged, and then plotted over the range of mixing fractions found within the EIL. Mixing fraction axis labels correspond to the bottom 
limit of each bin.
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Figure 5.13: Effects on temperature due to radiation (red line) and phase changes (blue line) within the EIL, compared to effects on 
temperature due to mixing (green line) for RF12. (59{)rad have been binned according to mixing fraction, each bin averaged, and then 
plotted over the range of mixing fractions found within the EIL, and likewise for (59v)phase. Mixing fraction axis labels correspond to 
the bottom limit of each bin.
Figure 5.14: Profiles of temperature effects within the EIL for RF14. Contributions from radiation (red line), and phase changes (blue 
line) are shown in the first figure, while these effects are both compared to the contribution from mixing (green line) in the second figure. 
For both (59i)rad and (5dv)phase, values have been binned over the range of mixing fractions found within the EIL, and then plotted 
according to mixing fraction bins. Axis labels correspond to mixing fraction bottom limits for each bin.
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Figure 5.15: Average temperature effects due to radiation (red line) and phase changes (blue line) within the EIL compared to the 
temperature effects due to mixing (green line) for RF16. (59{)rad and (59v)phase have been binned according to mixing fraction, each bin 
averaged, and then plotted over the range of mixing fractions found within the EIL. Mixing fraction axis labels correspond to the bottom 





Based on our calculations of mixing fraction, we find a well-defined, substantial 
EIL between the cloudy mixed layer and the free troposphere for all five flights that were 
analyzed. These results support the idea that there exists a region between the free tro­
posphere and the cloudy mixed layer of STBLs that has properties intermediate between 
those of the overlying atmosphere and those of the boundary layer. Our intermediate values 
of mixing fraction located at altitudes in between the altitude of the free troposphere and 
the altitude of the boundary layer suggest that this region is also one containing parcels at 
different stages in the mixing process.
The thickness of the EIL is highly variable between flights, yet seems to be fairly con­
stant within a given flight. The EIL thickness during POST, as defined by mixing fraction, 
varies between a minimum value of 8.6 meters (RF12) to a maximum value of 144.5 me­
ters (RF16). However, the EIL as defined by mixing fraction calculations is thicker overall 
than previously observed EILs of a few tens of meters. Our average EIL thickness results 
compare favorably with model results from Yamaguchi and Randall (2012), who also ap­
proximate the thickness of the EIL to be several tens of meters. The individual values 
within flights for EIL thickness presented here, however, are at times considerably larger 
or smaller than this average value.
The time evolution of the EIL is on the order of 0.1 cm/sec in most cases, when EIL
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top and bottom heights are binned according to longitude, with a few extreme cases with 
much larger values. Finally, as the EIL characteristics of the five flights do not seem to 
show any dependence on whether the flights were flown during the day or in the evening, it 
seems that there are many other factors that influence the EIL other than the diurnal cycle 
of marine STBLs.
6.2 Effects of Radiation and Phase Changes
Calculations of temperature changes due to radiative processes and phase changes 
reveal that radiation and phase changes have a effect on temperatures on the same order, on 
average, within the EIL for POST flights. Warming due to solar radiation is observed for 
both daytime flights RF10 and RF16. Especially during RF16, significant radiative warm­
ing outweighs radiative cooling to produce net warming within the EIL. Radiative cooling 
dominates for evening flights, when solar radiation is reduced. Evaporative cooling is the 
primary effect of phase changes for all five flights, regardless of whether the flight was 
flown during the day or during the evening. This is conducive to the idea of the EIL as 
a region of mixing, as subsaturated free tropospheric air comes in contact with saturated 
cloud layer air at the interface between the two layers, and evaporation of cloud droplets 
causes cooling.
6.3 Future Work
Observations collected during the POST field campaign make up a dataset with unpar­
alleled resolution in time and space, which has proven extremely useful for investigations 
into the small scale structure of the EIL and the region near cloud top. The potential exists, 
with this high rate data, for the detection of individual turbulent mixing events within the 
velocity fields. This would provide further insight into how mixing takes place in the EIL, 
and may lead to a greater understanding of how the EIL affects the cloudy mixed layer. An 
effective way to complete this analysis may be through the use of the relatively recently
111
developed wavelet method, where asymmetric waveforms have been used to detect spo­
radic events within a flow field through a multi resolution analysis. Due to the enormous 
amount of work and testing inherent in wavelet analysis, this endeavor was deemed beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
In addition, analysis of recent LES model results for model runs under similar condi­
tions as the California marine STBLs during POST may prove beneficial to further under­
standing the results presented in this thesis. Comparison between observations and model 
results may help to isolate some of the factors influencing the EIL under a variety of atmo­
spheric conditions.
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